
KEEPSAKES 
 
There were times in her life, Naomi thought, which were pivotal; moments of import, when choices 
were made, or events coalesced.  Landmarks in life. 
 
Like the chilly February morning on a railway platform, with John.  The previous day had been 
magical; John’s romantic proposal, ring in hand, as they had walked by the river.  And now he was 
about to see her off on the train to London.  Naomi had suddenly realized that the ring wasn’t on 
her finger – in the rush to be ready on time, she had left it on the dressing table.  John raced to the 
station carpark, revved up his scooter, quickly drove to Naomi’s house, collected the ring, and 
made it back to the station in time for a passionate embrace before she boarded the train to begin 
training for her new career. 
 
Another railway platform; this time in Aviemore on an early evening in May the following year.  He 
in uniform, she, for once, in civilian clothes.  It had been an unexpected meeting.  Naomi was on a 
brief mountaineering course in Scotland, and John had taken the opportunity to take leave and visit 
her while she was in the UK.  He would have stayed overnight, had the local youth hostel allowed 
uniformed people to stay.  It was to be the last time that Naomi was to see John, though she didn’t 
know it at the time. 
 
Although she had made choices, Naomi reflected, her options had not always been of her own 
making.  Her upbringing and education, her interests and friends, had dictated some of the options.  
Others had come by way of career; postings over which she had no control, but which opened up 
(or narrowed down) where she lived, who she met, what skills she learned.  Her convictions and 
her personality had, of course, influenced the choices she made. 
 
With a wry smile, she remembered how almost all of her working life – both as a clerk in the forces, 
and the 25 years of work after bringing up children, had been in the one line of work she had 
definitely not wanted to pursue.  This had not been a choice, but the only option with which she 
was initially left because of height and health, and, once trained, she had found to be both diverse 
and rewarding. 
 
There were other of life’s landmarks – keepsakes if you will – that, though not pivotal, stood out in 
Naomi’s memory, like snapshots in a photo album. 
 
The perfect day by Lake Constance; laughing and singing with the group of girls as they made their 
way along the shore towards the dinghies.  Then lying back in the dinghy, sun on her face, as she 
enjoyed the gentle movement, heard the lapping of the water, and saw the onion-shaped towers 
along the shore. 
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